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ABSTRACT
Recent simulations and observations have shown large scale filaments in the cosmic
web connecting nodes, with accreting materials (baryonic and dark matter) flowing through
them. Current high sensitivity observations also show that the propagation of shocks through
filaments can heat them up, and make filaments visible between two or more galaxy clusters
or around massive clusters, based on optical and/or X-ray observations. We are reporting here
the special case of the cluster A3017 associated with a hot filament. The temperature of the
filament is 3.4−0.77
+1.30 keV and its length is ∼ 1 Mpc. We have analysed its archival Chandra
data and report various properties. We also analysed GMRT 235/610 MHz radio data. Radio
observations have revealed symmetric two-sided lobes which fill cavities in the A3017 cluster
core region, associated with central AGN. In the radio map, we also noticed a peculiar linear
vertical radio structure in the X-ray filament region which might be associated with a cosmic
filament shock. This radio structure could be a radio phoenix or old plasma where an old
relativistic population is re-accelerated by shock propagation. Finally we put an upper limit on
the radio luminosity of the filament region.
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1 Introduction
Recent cosmological n-body simulations show that strong concen-
trations of matter appear to be interlinked by large, low density
filaments (Springel et al. 2005; Dolag et al. 2008), surrounded by
almost empty voids. This overall pattern is commonly known as the
‘Cosmic Web’. According to the ΛCDM model the highest mass
concentrations reside at the intersection points of dark matter fil-
aments, through which they accrete both dark and baryonic mass
and grow over time. These interconnecting filaments have too low
a density contrast to be easily detectable by weak lensing (Dietrich
et al. 2012). However, when two extremely large mass concentra-
tions, such as two galaxy clusters, come relatively close to each other
(∼ order of Mpc distance), the mass density of the filament/bridge
between them is expected to be higher than the mean and might
be detectable. Hence, binary galaxy clusters are the ideal locations
to search for large-scale matter filaments and understand their role
in structure formation. Furthermore, galaxy clusters grow in mass
due to (i) merging with other cluster(s) and (ii) accretion of matter.
The first process leads to the X-ray substructures due to heating and
mixing of intracluster gas, and the later process proceeds via super-
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sonic inflows near the virial radii of clusters. This accretion process
happens predominantly through the filaments which are connected
to the clusters in their outskirts. Study of filaments is extremely
important to understand cluster growth processes at the filamentary
nodes and the acceleration of high energy particles via shocks and
turbulence.
Current and future X-ray observations will allow us to select
galaxy cluster targets to study filaments. High quality Chandra and
XMM-Newton X-ray observations have already detected filaments
these last years (Durret et al. 2003; Werner et al. 2008; Planck Col-
laboration et al. 2013). Recently Eckert et al. (2015) have detected
filamentary structures associatedwith theA2744 galaxy clusterwith
the Chandra X-ray telescope. These filaments are in agreement with
the positions of over-densities of cluster galaxies and dark matter.
This result supports evidence for the hypothesis in which a large
fraction of the missing baryons of the Universe reside in the fila-
ments of the cosmic web. Previously, Kull & Böhringer (1999) have
detected filamentary X-ray structure in the core region of the Shap-
ley supercluster (between A3556 and A3558), Werner et al. (2008)
have detected hot gas in the filament connecting the clusters of
galaxies A222 and A223, and Buote et al. (2009) have also reported
filaments between A2804 and A2811 in the Sculptor supercluster
based on X-ray absorption lines.
X-ray observations with subarcsecond resolution also revealed
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a variety of substructures - cavities, bubbles, spiral features, cold
fronts, etc. in the core of galaxy clusters (Vikhlinin & Markevitch
2002; Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007; McNamara & Nulsen 2007;
Blanton et al. 2011; McNamara & Nulsen 2012; Paterno-Mahler
et al. 2013). The central active galactic nucleus (AGN) plays an
active role in creating cavities and bubbles. In an investigation of
a large sample of such systems, it was revealed that a central radio
source was present in every system, with the radio plasma (or radio
lobes) often filling the cavities and bubbles. The X-ray cavities and
bubbles are therefore interpreted as regions where the X-ray emit-
ting gas has been displaced by radio plasma produced by energetic
outflows from the AGN that injects significant power into the ICM.
Hence the central AGN is thought to be a heating source providing
feedback to compensate for the excessive cooling of the cluster core.
Spiral features are likely related to “sloshing” of the ICM in
the core of the cluster (Blanton et al. 2011). Simulations (Ascasibar
& Markevitch 2006; ZuHone et al. 2011) have shown that the off-
centre collision of a cluster with a galaxy group, with mass ratios
between 1/2 to 1/10, accelerates both the darkmatter component and
the cool gas of the cluster core, but the gas component is decelerated
by ram pressure, resulting in a separation between the dark matter
and the baryons. As the ram pressure weakens, the cool core gas
falls back into the potential well, but overshoots it and begins to
“slosh”. Heating of the ICM may also result from gas “sloshing” in
the cluster central potential well. However, it has been noticed that
this mechanism is efficient to move the cool gas from the centre but
it cannot stop or regulate the cluster cooling-flow.
A3017 (z = 0.2195) is a peculiar cluster system which we
discovered to be clearly displaying the extremely rare occurrence of
a large-scale (∼Mpc) inter-cluster matter filament. The hot, gaseous
filament extending on Mpc-scale was discovered in Chandra X-ray
observations (above 5σ detection). This filament is much hotter
and more X-ray luminous than the filamentary bridge between the
A222/A223 cluster pair (Werner et al. 2008). In addition to this, a
pair of AGN related X-ray cavities at the core region of A3017, one
infalling group and several other groups interacting within A3017
are also detected. All these features make A3017 a prime target for
studies. We also obtained its 235/610 MHz dual frequency GMRT
data. We have listed the properties of A3017 in Table 1. We assume
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 ΩM = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7 throughout the
paper. At redshift of 0.2195, the physical size of 1′′ is 3.55 kpc.
2 X-ray and Radio observations
2.1 X-ray data analysis
We used Chandra archival data to study A3017 (Table 2). We fol-
lowed standard X-ray data analysis and processed the data with
CIAO 4.8 and CALDB 4.7.0. We first used the chandra_repro
task to reprocess all ACIS imaging data, removed high background
flares (3σ clipping) with the task lc_sigma_clip, and combined
multiple data sets with merge_obs script. All event files included
the 0.3–7 keV broad energy band and 2′′ pixel binning.We removed
point sources around the cluster and filament region. We divided
the count image by the exposure map and generated the flux im-
age (photon cm−2 s−1). For the spectral analysis work, we used
the CIAO Sherpa V1 package. For background estimation, we used
Chandra blank sky files.
2.2 Radio data analysis
We observed the A3017 cluster in dual frequency 610/235 MHz
band with GMRT in August 2015 for a total duration of ∼ 6 hours
(P.I. V. Parekh, obsid. 28_087). This allows to record one polariza-
tion in each frequency band (610 MHz with RR and 235 MHz with
LL). The GMRT software back-end with a bandwidth of 12 and 32
MHz at 235 and 610 MHz frequencies, respectively were used in
these observations. The data were processed with a fully automated
pipeline based on the SPAM package (Intema et al. 2009; Intema
2014), which includes direction-dependent calibration, modeling
and imaging to suppress mainly ionospheric phase errors. In sum-
mary, the pipeline consists of two parts: a pre-processing part that
converts the raw data from individual observing sessions into pre-
calibrated visibility data sets for all observed pointings, and a main
pipeline part that converts pre-calibrated visibility data per pointing
into stokes I continuum images. The flux scale is set by calibration
on 3C48 using the models from Scaife & Heald (2012). We used
default robust -1 weighting value in the SPAM to make images.
More details on the processing pipeline and characteristics of the
data products are given in paper on the first TGSS alternative data
release (Intema et al. 2017, ADR1).
2.3 Images
As shown in Fig. 1 (a), there is a filament of ∼ 1 Mpc projected
size visible in X-rays, which seems to connect the A3017 (north)
and south X-ray clusters. The core to core (X-ray peak to peak)
distance between them is ∼ 470′′, corresponding to a physical size
of ∼ 1.7 Mpc. There is an Abell cluster, A3016 situated at R.A.:
02h25m22.1s and Dec: −42d00m30s. However, it is unclear that
the south X-ray cluster is associated with A3016 or not. There is an
offset of ∼ 45′′ (∼ 160 kpc at the cluster redshift) between the X-ray
peak of the south cluster and the position of A3016. See section 4
for the redshift analysis of A3016.
We used double 2D beta models to subtract the surface bright-
ness model from the cluster X-ray image. Its residual shows several
interesting features. In addition to the filament between clusters,
there are two symmetric cavities present in the core of A3017 (Fig. 1
(b)). Further there are two X-ray peaks lying in the north-south di-
rection in the core of the cluster: a northern peak associated with
radio and optical counterpartswhich could be aBCG, and a southern
peak associated with X-ray emission. The distance between these
two peaks is ∼ 12′′. Two X-ray cavities situated around the two
peaks within ∼20′′ from the BCG may indicate a young AGN from
which the jet and lobe expansion has just started. These cavities are
very likely large empty bubbles evacuated by the AGN radio lobes.
In radio 235 and 610 MHz GMRT data (Fig. 1 (c)), we can see two
radio lobes around the BCG and they fill the opposite X-ray cavities
(marked with ‘×’). We noticed that the east and west lobes have
similar sizes, but the west lobe is more powerful than the east lobe.
We also marked an unresolved radio source (left to the east lobe) in
this radio image, with ‘+’. In Table 3 we listed the radio properties
of the lobes and central radio source. We found steep spectra for
the lobes and central radio source, with spectral indices of ∼ −2.6,
∼ −3.3 and ∼ −1.3 for the west lobe, east lobe and central radio
source, respectively.
In this residual image, as shown in Fig. 1 (b), there is an
excess X-ray emission visible in the north-east direction of A3017.
It could be associated with infalling groups of galaxies, as suggested
in the case of Abell 85 (Durret et al. 2005). This excess X-ray
emission connects with the cluster core region in the east-south
direction, and towards the west connects with the large spiral arm
extending towards the south around the cluster core. The radius of
this spiral arm is ∼ 110′′. This spiral arm could be connected with
the inter-cluster filament at the cluster outskirts. Moreover, we also
noticed a very peculiar, narrow and extended radio structure in the
filamentary X-ray bridge region in both 610 and 235 MHz radio
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Table 1. A3017 properties.
Cluster RA(J2000) DEC(J2000) z Luminosity YX M500
name h m s d m s 1044 erg s−1 (0.1–2.4 keV) 1014 M
A3017 02 25 52 -41 54.5 0.2195 10.17 5.81
Table 2. A3017 Chandra X-ray data.
Obsid instrument obsdate exposure time (ks)
15110 ACIS-I 2013-05-01 14.8
17476 ACIS-I 2015-04-21 13.8
images, as shown in the zoom in the image subset of Fig. 2. The
angular (linear) size of this radio structure, placed perpendicular
to the filament axis, is ∼ 85′′ (300 kpc) and ∼ 65′′ (230 kpc) at
610 and 235 MHz, respectively. The calculated flux densities of the
vertical radio structure are 5.0 ± 0.9 mJy at 235 MHz and 3.8 ± 0.5
mJy at 610 MHz. The integrated spectral index is ∼ −0.3, which
indicates a flat spectrum for this structure and is significantly flat
if this a typical extended radio galaxy. We confirmed that there is
no corresponding optical counterpart within 30′′ of the strongest
northern peak (Fig. 2(c)). Furthermore, at this position there is no
radio source identified in the 843 MHz SUMSS catalogue or 150
MHz TGSS.
2.4 X-ray spectral analysis
We extract the spectra from the A3017, filament, northern infalling
group, spiral arm, and south X-ray cluster regions after subtracting
the background (Fig. 3). Since we do not have enough counts in our
data, estimating the temperatures of the cavities is very difficult and
leads to high uncertainties. However, we estimated the significance
for the detection of the filament around A3017. We calculated that
the total counts within the filament region (see below) are ∼ 1750
and the average background counts are ∼ 1050, leading to S/N of ∼
16. We apply an apec model with photoelectric absorption (wabs)
for which we have fixed the hydrogen column density to 0.02 ×
1022 atom cm−2, the metal abundance to 0.3 solar, also reduced
to 0.2 and 0.1 for the filament, and the redshift to 0.2195. In this
analysis, we used the solar abundance table in the CIAO Sherpa
spectral fitting package from Asplund et al. (2009). We grouped
spectral data so that each bin has at least 20 counts. In our spectral
fitting we considered the energy range between 0.5 and 2.5 keV.
We simultaneously fit the spectra from both Chandra observations
(Table 2).
To extract the spectra from the filament, we used a box of
size (l × b) 135′′ × 300′′ (480×1065 kpc2, r = 68′′). We found a
temperature of 3.4−0.8
+1.3 for Z = 0.3 solar. The corresponding density
is 7.7−0.24
+0.27 ×10−4 cm−3. Since we do not know the abundance
fraction in the low density filament region, we tried two other values.
For Z = 0.2 solar, the temperature is 3.1−0.71
+1.14 and the density is
7.8−0.29
+0.32 ×10−4 cm−3. For Z = 0.1 solar, the temperature is 2.8−0.63+1.12
and the density is 8.1−0.38
+0.43 ×10−4 cm−3. We used circular regions
of radii 3.5′ and 1.5′ for the A3017 (north) and south X-ray clusters,
respectively to extract the spectra. For the northern group we took
a 86′′ × 142′′ box region and for the spiral arm a 360◦ polygon
region around the arm region, as shown in Fig. 3. We have listed
the temperature, normalization and flux density values for the five
regions in Table 4 with 1σ uncertainties.
3 Optical analysis
This section investigates the optical properties of the galaxy cluster
A3017 as well as the filament structure attached to it. This has been
done by using available catalogues extracted from the WISE and
ESO Red public surveys.
Galaxy clusters are well characterized by old and early-type
members that correspond to red galaxies. Multiband optical data
has been used to obtain the colour magnitude diagram (CMD) (Fig-
ure 4). For this, the WISE and SuperCOSMOS catalogues (ESO
Red survey) were cross matched (tolerance radius = 6”). The R-
3.4µm colour was plotted against the R magnitude. Only galaxies
(corresponding to Class=1 in SuperCOSMOS catalogue) have been
considered. Further, within the Class 1 sources, galaxies within the
magnitude range R=17-21.5 were chosen; these are approximately
the limits for the BCG magnitude and for the ESO RED-R survey
magnitude limit. The most likely red sequence region in the CMD is
in the range of colours 3-3.5. The linear regression fit was applied
to galaxies only within this magnitude range. A slightly negative
slope (m = −0.0574) is found, indicating the variation of metallicity
across the galaxies with magnitude. We identify groups of galaxies
in the northern area of the A3017 cluster (black dashed circles) as
well as the filament protruding from it. The majority of the galaxies
in the cluster and above mentioned regions fall within the selected
colour range.
4 Do A3017 and A3016 form a pair of clusters?
In order to see how the galaxies are distributed in the field, we built
a density map based on the red sequence galaxies of A3017. The
density map was computed with an adaptive kernel as explained in
Durret et al. (2016), with a pixel size of 18” and 100 bootstraps, and
the significance contours were computed as explained in that paper.
The corresponding density map is shown in Fig. 5 (left). We see
that A3017 is detected at a 7σ level. A second structure half way
between A3017 and A3016 is also detected at a 4σ level, while we
see absolutely no signal at the position of A3016 (at the position
given by NED).
This very puzzling result led us to question the redshift of
A3016. First, we can note that Simbad gives a redshift z = 0.2195 for
this cluster (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011) while NED gives no
redshift for this cluster. Second, there are extremely few references
on A3016 in the literature.
So we decided to extract from our catalogue the galaxies along
a “blue red sequence” and a “red red sequence”, with the same
slope and width of ± 0.3 as the A3017 RS, but located at colours
0.6 mag below and above the RS respectively. The corresponding
density maps are shown in Fig. 5 (middle and right). We can see
that A3016 is detected in neither of them. The image built with
galaxies bluer than A3017 shows a quite intense structure between
A3017 and A3016. Less than 0.5′ from the peak of this structure
is located a galaxy cluster (hereafter cluster X) named [BM78] 231
in NED (at coordinates R.A.:02h25m40.1s, Dec:−41d57m31s, no
redshift available). The position of this cluster is marked with an
X on the figure. The image built with galaxies redder than A3017
shows two intense structures, one about 1.8′ east of cluster X, and
MNRAS 000, 000–000 ()
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Table 3. A3017 radio lobes and BCG properties.
Frequency region size flux density radio power
MHz ′′ × ′′ mJy W Hz−1
235 west lobe 20×10 303 ±30 25.63
east lobe 24×9 250 ± 25 25.55
BCG 9×5 514 ±51
610 west lobe 26×16 25 ±2,5 24.55
east lobe 19×13 10 ±1.0 24.15
BCG 7×5 138 ± 13
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1. (a) Background subtracted and exposure corrected Chandra ACIS-I X-ray image. A3017 is marked with a ‘+’ and the south X-ray cluster with a ‘x’
sign. (b) Central core region of A3017. (c) Zoom of the A3017 core region with radio contours (green for 235 MHz and magenta for 610 MHz GMRT data). In
this image, we marked the lobes (‘×’) and unresolved radio source (‘+’). The first radio contour is drawn at 5σ and the levels increase in steps of √2. At 235
MHz, 1σ rms is ∼ 0.45 mJy/beam and at 610 MHz 1σ rms is ∼ 60 µJy/beam. Both radio images are shown with their original resolutions. Resolution of 235
MHz image is 25′′ × 9′′, pa=14.5◦ and 610 MHz image is 10′′ × 4′′, pa=14◦.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2. (a) High resolution 610 MHz radio image (colour) and Chandra X-ray contours (green). (b) High resolution 235 MHz radio image (colour) and
Chandra X-ray contours (green). In both images the peculiar vertical radio structure on the X-ray bridge region is highlighted within the inset. (c) Contours
of the vertical radio structure at 235 (green) and 610 MHz (magenta) superimposed on the optical SuperCOSMOS image. There is no optical counterpart
associated with this structure. The first radio contour is drawn at 3σ and the levels increase in steps of
√
2. The rms noise values are the same as mentioned in
the caption to Fig. 1.
one further to the southeast. We could not identify either of these
structures with a galaxy cluster in NED.
The two possible explanations to the fact that A3016 is not
detected in these density maps are: 1) it is not a cluster, and the
X-ray detection as an extended source is wrong (which is rather
surprising in view of the good spatial resolution of Chandra); 2) it
is too distant to be detected in our rather shallow optical data. In any
case, the hypothesis that we are observing a pair of clusters is most
probably not correct, and A3017 does not form a pair with A3016.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
There is a hot X-ray filament associated with A3017 cluster, im-
plying a significant baryon over-density in the filament region. This
over-dense filament appears to be connected with another X-ray
MNRAS 000, 000–000 ()
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Table 4. A3017 Chandra spectral analysis. These values are measured in soft energy (0.5-2.5 keV) band.
Cluster region counts χ2/dof temp normalization flux
keV 10−4 10−13 cgs
A3017 5611 171/241 5.8−0.6
+0.6 56
−0.7
+0.7 32
filament 427 36/47 3.4−0.8
+1.3 3.8
−0.2
+0.3 2.1
south X-ray cluster 574 40/54 3.7−0.7
+1.2 5.1
−0.3
+0.3 2.8
spiral arm 1000 101/178 6.0−0.8
+0.9 7.1
−0.3
+0.3 6.9
northern group 566 90/104 3.8−0.7
+1.4 6.4
−0.3
+0.3 3.6
Figure 3. A3017 X-ray image showing the different regions from which X-ray spectra were extracted.
(a) (b)
Figure 4. Left: R-3.4 µm colour against R magnitude for the galaxies in the A3017 area, taken from the SuperCOSMOS and ESO Red catalogues. The red
filled circles show the galaxies belonging to the cluster red sequence, indicated by the green line, the yellow filled circles correspond to the “red red sequence”
and the cyan filled circles correspond to the “blue red sequence” (see text). Right: SuperCOSMOS optical image of A3017. Green contours show the X-ray
emission and red circles show the member galaxies. Black dashed circles indicate possible groups of galaxies at the redshift of A3017.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5. Left: density map for the galaxies located along the red sequence of A3017 (the red points in Fig. 4a). Middle: density map for the galaxies located
below the red sequence of A3017. Right: density map for the galaxies located above the red sequence of A3017. The significance contours start at 3σ and
increase by steps of 1σ. The positions of A3017 and A3016 are shown with tiny circles. The position of G256.55-65.69 (see text) is indicated with an X. North
is top and east is left.
cluster. We estimate temperatures of ∼ 5.8−0.57
+0.62 keV for A3017 and
3.7−0.73
+1.22 keV for the south X-ray cluster. The temperature of group
sized systems is usually . 1 keV (Bahcall 1996; Rosati et al. 2002),
hence this X-ray emission is most probably related to the cluster
ICM than to a group. Current multi-wavelength observations show
that cluster mergers have several stages (Parekh et al. 2015, and
references therein); beginning with the early stage when two bodies
are approaching each other, followed by first interaction, mixing of
the hot gases, violent collision and shock production, turbulence
injection, ram pressure stripping, the intermediate stage when the
two bodies are receding from each other, and finally the merger and
relaxation on a time scale of a few Gigayears. From the optical data
for A3017, it becomes clear that A3017 is an early stage merger
because the positions of the brightest central galaxies are still asso-
ciated with the X-ray peaks. In a late stage merger, the galaxies and
ICM are often distributed differently. There could be a weak shock
present in the A3017 filament as in the cases of A222/A223 and
CIZA J1358.9-4750. The presence of a weak shock in the filament
could be responsible for the linear vertical radio structure visible in
the radiomap (Fig. 2). However, present X-ray data are not sufficient
to estimate the properties of the shock in the filament. In simulations
Akahori & Yoshikawa (2010) have shown that in the early stage of
a merger (t ≈ 0.5 Gyr), two clusters interact with each other at the
outskirts and then create linked regions (filaments or bridges) where
the ICM is compressed due to the collision. Further, these authors
have postulated that there exist shock fronts with Mach numbers
M ∼ 1.5 − 2.0 at the positions of the bridge regions. These shocks
are immediately formed at the contact interface of the two clusters
when the clusters begin to collide, and they then propagate in a
direction perpendicular to the merger axis outside of each cluster,
forming outgoing merger shocks (Bagchi et al. 2006). However, in
the present case, there is no strong evidence that the south X-ray
cluster is at the same redshift as A3017, based on the galaxy density
map analysis, so these two clusters do not form a binary cluster
merger. We need further optical spectroscopic information to prove
or disprove whether the X-ray bridge is connecting two binary clus-
ters or is only associated with A3017 as a hot X-ray tail (De Filippis
et al. 2004; Sun et al. 2006; Schellenberger & Reiprich 2015).
We estimate temperatures of 3.4−0.77
+1.30 for the A3017 filament,
assuming Z = 0.3 solar. The temperature of the filament is hotter
than expected, so the hot gas in the filament is probably the ICM
from the cluster outskirts, with some contamination by cluster gas
also. We calculated that the density of the filament is between ∼ 7.5
× 10−4 and ∼ 8.1 × 10−4 cm−3, its mass ∼ 4.2 - 4.5 × 1012 M
and its entropy ∼ 320 - 405 keV cm2, for metallicities between Z
= 0.3 and 0.1. To calculate these values, we assumed the volume of
the filament to be a cylinder of size 135′′ × 300′′ (480 kpc × 1065
kpc). Accretion shocks heat the cluster outskirts (> R200) (Molnar
et al. 2009) raising entropies above 1000 keV cm2. This entropy is
expected to increase further out to the virial radius. In this case, the
low entropy of the filament suggests that the radiating hot gas in
the A3017 filament has not yet been reached by the shock-heating
operating on the ICM in the cluster outskirts.
The core region of A3017 is cool, with an estimated central
cooling time of ∼ 1.4 Gyr‡, and no sign of disturbances in the
X-ray surface brightness distribution. There are substructures, two
opposite cavities, and a spiral arm, visible in the core region and
surrounding it. The cavities are filled with radio emission at 235 and
610 MHz, and they are very likely large empty bubbles evacuated
by the AGN’s radio lobes. Current low resolution radio data are not
sufficient to resolve the jet emission from the AGN. There is a spiral
feature also visible which is in good agreement with gas sloshing
in connection with a sub-cluster or group merger. There is also an
excess of X-ray emission visible in the north-east direction which is
associated with subgroup GG1 as marked in Figure 4. We estimated
the temperature of this group to be 3.8−0.7
+1.4 keV, which is more
typical of a small cluster. This small cluster could be infalling on to
the main cluster body of A3017. The entropy of this infalling group
is ∼ 220 keV cm2. There is another subgroup GG2 also associated
with the large spiral arm. Generally steep spectrummini-radio halos
of the size ∼ 100-500 kpc are expected in cool core clusters and
believed to be directly connected with turbulent re-acceleration in
gas sloshing activity (ZuHone et al. 2011). However, we have not
detected any diffuse radio emission in the present radio data.
The radio detection of filaments can probe the distribution of
cosmic rays and magnetic fields in the cosmic web (Vernstrom et al.
2017), but such a detection is very challenging, due to the extremely
low magnetic field (10-100 nG) and to the inefficiency of relativis-
tic particle acceleration (Vazza et al. 2015). However, simulations
(Vazza et al. 2015; Araya-Melo et al. 2012) predict that it is possible
to detect filaments in radio observations if the shocks accelerate the
electrons sufficiently. In current observations, there is no detection
of radio emission in the filament region of A3017. Hence we cal-
culate the upper limit on the radio luminosity of the filament. We
‡ tcool = 69
(
ne
10−3cm−3
)−1 (
T
108K
)1/2
Gyr
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calculated this upper limit (with the 610 MHz radio data) by first
measuring the rms in the X-ray filament assuming the same cylin-
drical region as mentioned above. This rms is measured for a single
beam, so we need to scale it with a factor of
√
(size2/beam area)
to take into account the number of beams within the total filament
size. Assuming the 135′′ × 300′′ filament size from the X-ray mea-
surement, we found an upper limit to the radio power of the filament
of < 23.95 WHz−1 at 610 MHz at the 3σ level. It will be important
to observe such over-dense and hot X-ray filaments around clusters
and between cluster pairs with future high sensitive radio telescopes
such as SKA,MeerKAT andASKAP to constrain the magnetic field
in filaments.
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